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Jacko Chiang
Talks about Tianmu
Tianmu
Jacko Chiang’s feast of

It is said that there was a Japanese man who built a Japanese
temple near what is now Lane 191, Sec. 7, Zhongshan N. Rd. The
temple was called the Tianmu Temple, where Tianmu (Mazu and
the Japanese Sun-Goddess) were worshipped (tian = “heaven” ;
mu = “mother”). This is one of a number of commonly told origin
stories about Tianmu. From that point on, Tianmu began drawing
Japanese merchants and restaurants and Japanese people
became the first new residents of the area. In the 1950s, the
Tianmu area became a major
residential enclave for US
military personnel
stationed in Taiwan.
Numerous American-style
buildings appeared in
Tianmu and
American cuisine
became a new food
option.
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Some Taiwanese people helped to clean and cook
for the US military families and they became the
messengers of American cuisine and desserts in
Tianmu. With the establishment of the Taipei
American School, Taipei Japanese School, and
Taipei European School, more foreigners
congregated in the area. In addition, countries that
have diplomatic relationships with Taiwan also sent
their foreign ambassadors to Tianmu, making it
seem like a miniature melting pot with a richly
diverse population.

Born in Taipei city, the famous DJ Jacko Chiang
emigrated to the US when he was a child. Chiang (蔣偉
文) is known as a talented cook. He says that walking on
the streets of Tianmu is a familiar feeling. With its
diversity of residents, the pace is cozier and slower than
other areas of Taipei. Strollers can just walk into any one
of the stylish coffee shops, order a cup of coffee, and
bathe in the fragrance of the coffee. There are
innumerable options in Tianmu for dating. For example,
any time is good for a fresh and delicious brunch. Shops full of sweets and
pastries are highly recommended for an afternoon tea date. Tianmu’s gourmet bistros ,
Japanese restaurants, and vegetarian eateries are perfect for a lunch or dinner date.

From the area around the Tianmu traffic circle to Section 7 of
Zhongshan N. Road, there are many American-style fashion
shops, and a flea market is may also be found on the weekends.
Tianmu’s abundance of businesses and shops can fulfill every
need. For example, take a course in metalworking and surprise a
loved one with the gift of a creative and unique ring. Department
stores abound, including DAYEH Takashimaya (大葉高島屋),
Shin Kong Mitsukoshi Tianmu Branch (新光三越天母店) and
Pacific SOGO Tianmu Branch (太平洋崇光百貨天母店). Every
kind of entertainment is available here.
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Shaped by its multiplicity of foreign cultures, Tianmu
boasts a large number of art and creativity
establishments, including Teacher Maumau’s Creative
Center (毛毛老師生活應用創意操作中心), the
Children’s Art Museum in Taipei (蘇荷兒童美術館)
and Ho Lo Fang Formosan Puppet Art (河洛坊古典布
袋戲偶推廣中心). These creative places allow children
to learn more about aesthetics and creativity from playing
games and making things. Who would not love a place like
Tianmu, a place full of different cultures and a wonderful
playground, a fertile ground for fostering children’s
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Meeting Happiness
Featured Scenic Spots
Huang Xi Bridge Riverbank Trail
Along Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei City

Huang Xi Creek is a stream originating from Mt. Qi Xing. It flows
through underground hot springs, absorbing sulfur and iron. That is
the reason why the stream bed has a unique and beautiful golden
color. On the riverbanks, there are parks and sports fields for every
activity. The riverbank scenery changes with the seasons.

Tianmu Park
End of Sec. 7, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City

Tianmu Park was built along the trend of the ridges in the area. The
Huang Xi Creek flows through it. When tourists are walking in the
park, they can hear the lovely sound of water in the stream. A
flower bed is located right at the entrance of the park. The flower
bed provides flowers to parks in the Shilin and Tianmu areas.
Tianmu Park is a quiet, cozy place for urban travelers.

Fan Zi Jing

(番仔井或番井沸泉“aboriginal

well”)

Tianhe Park

Located in Tianhe Park, not far from the Tianmu shopping area, is
an ancient well called Fan Jing (“aboriginal well”). This well has
been there for more than 300 years, yet its water quality remains
excellent. In 2009, the Cultural Affairs Department of the Taipei City
government defined it as an historical site to protect it.

Tianmu Historic Trail
End of Ln. 232, Sec. 7, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City
(entrance of Tianmu Pipeline Trail)
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Tianmu Historic Trail is around 2.5 kilometers long. It connects the Tianmu
area to Chinese Culture University. The trail connects to several subtrails,
including the Pipeline Trail, the Emerald Peak Waterfall Trail, and other
trails where hikers can look out over the Guandu Plain and the valley of
Mt. Shamaoshan. These trails, with their superb natural resources, attract
hikers of all ages. They are cozy and fun for children as well.

Tianmu White House

(Former U.S. Military Advisers' Residence)

No. 23, Ln. 181, Sec. 7, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City

Tianmu White House was built during the 1950's when U.S. Military
advisers were living in Taiwan. The name Tianmu White House
comes from its white weatherboards. The house is designed as a
bungalow with white walls and black roof tiles, a very American
suburban look. Tianmu White House has been designated a Taipei
City historical site..

1
Meeting
Happiness

You are invited to a Party!
Tianmu Halloween Carnival
The Tianmu Halloween Carnival is spread across the entire area
of Tianmu, including Tianmu Square, the entrance of Lane 8,
Tianmu E. Rd., the entrance of Sec. 7, Zhongshan N. Rd., and
the square in front of the Tianmu Baseball Stadium.

2
Featured
Restaurants
and Shops

In 2009, Tianmu had its 1st Annual Halloween Night Carnival. It was a
great success, with around 80,000 people attending. In 2010, the 2nd
Annual Halloween Carnival had an even greater scope. The entire
suburb of Tianmu was dubbed a “Magic Castle”, attracting even more people. In 2011, the 3rd
Annual Halloween Carnival brought in even larger crowds to join the crazy partying.

Tianmu Creative Marketplace

3

Sweet
Code

(Weekend)

Intersection of Sec. 7, Zhongshan N. Rd., Tianmu E.
and W. Rd., Taipei City

Feeling a lack of oxygen? Come to the Creative Marketplace and
get refreshed!The Tianmu Creative Market was established three
years ago. The market emphasizes creativity and originality. For
resource recycling, there is a second hand market as well for
exchange and trading of used goods. On a weekend outing to Tianmu? The Creative Market
should not be missed!

Tianmu Baseball Stadium
No. 77, Sec. 2, Zhong Cheng Rd., Taipei City
(intersection of Zhong Cheng Rd. and Shi Dong Rd.)
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Tianmu Baseball Stadium is the only baseball stadium that is
qualified for both professional and international baseball games in
Taipei City. Loads of baseball fans gather here during the baseball
season. In addition to the stadium, nearby is the Tianmu Sports Park, where denizens of
Tianmu spend their leisure and sporting time.

Recommended Routes
Route1

Route2

Route3
Tianmu Historic
Trail

YMS National
Park
Featured brunch

Huang Xi riverbank

Tianmu Historic
Trail
Tianmu White House
Featured restaurant
for lunch

Shopping malls on
Zhongchen Rd.

Featured afternoon tea
or staple shop

Children’s Art Museum
in Taipei for DIY courses
Featured
afternoon tea

Tianmu Creative
Market

Tianmu Sports
Park

Featured restaurant
for lunch

SPA

Featured afternoon tea
or staple shop
Tianmu Creative
Market
Featured restaurant
for dinner

Featured restaurant
for dinner
Featured restaurant
for dinner
Hot spring on
Xing Yi Rd
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Home

Tianmu Sports Park
& Baseball Stadium
Featured Beer House

Home

Home

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant Childrens
｀ laughs are seasonings to a familys
｀ happiness

As Considerate As A Mother

Lollypop
Restaurant
Offering a rich array of dishes, Lollypop is
brightly-lit, with an open play ground for kids.

1
Meeting
Happiness

2
Featured
Restaurants
and Shops

Miss Lai, the owner, manages Lollypop from a
mother’s point of view and creates a restaurant
whose dishes are delicious and healthy, loved
by both parents and children. Lollypop’s french
fries, a perfect side dish with appetizers,
mushroom cheeseburgers, or the smoked
ham and cheese sandwich, are highly
recommended. Fried Mozzarella cheese is
served al dente while salads dressed with
different vinaigrettes provide fresh new
tastes.

3

Sweet
Code

Lollypop is concerned
about the freshness of ingredients,
and they make all the creative,
fresh dressings in house. All
dishes can be prepared as the
customer requires.
No. 435, Sec. 6, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2876-0868
Tuesday ~ Friday: 11:00 ~ 20:30 (order by)
Sat & Sun: 9:30 ~ 20:30 (order by)
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and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant The most precious happiness is enjoying mothers
｀ home cooking

Homemade Dishes Can Be Special

Smiling Janet
Restaurant
The owner, a certified chef and baker, is from
Hualien County. The core idea of the restaurant
is to provide a good place for sharing delicious
homemade-taste dishes.
Smiling Janet is not a restaurant with complex
decors. It provides a feeling of being at home ,
so relaxing and cozy, a simple happiness.
Smiling Janet serves only Fuli Rice (one of the
best types of rice, very popular with Japanese
customers) and is deeply concerned with food
safety and nutrition. MSG is not used in this
restaurant. All dishes are freshly made. They
also update their menu quite often to surprise
their customers.

0１２
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No. 470, Sec. 6, Zhongshan N. Rd.,
Taipei City
02- 2876-5122
11:30 ~14:30 (order by 14:00), 17:30~21:00 (order by 20:30)
Closed on Sundays

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant A restaurant that gets two thumbs up from foreigners!

Authentic American and Mexican Cuisine

Jakes'Country Kitchen

1
Meeting
Happiness

2
Mr. Dun-bi Luo began his career as a roustabout
for a US army family. What made him became a
professional American and Mexican cuisine cook
is his enthusiasm for self-education. When he
talks about his dishes, his passion for cooking
and his strong personality are plain for all to
see. He never stops learning new skills and
new types of cooking to create new flavors. All
his dishes are freshly made.

Featured
Restaurants
and Shops

3

Sweet
Code

One of his most popular dishes is “Stuffed
Steak”. It is a whole
piece of steak stuffed
with onion slices fried
with cheese and
sauced with a mix of
cream cheese and tequila. This
marvelous arrangement of alcohol
flavoring the steak is a big hit with
foreign customers.

No. 705, Sec. 6, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2871-5289 7:30 ~ 23:00
jakes.eatingout.com.tw
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and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

rain, sun, or fog,
Something about the restaurant In
we must share the delicious sweet taste with you

Master of Cheese Cake
A Place of Great Taste

Tasters

Tasters has been operating for more than thirty
years in Tianmu. It is one of the area’s
best-known cheese cake shops. Ms. Feng-chu
Yeh bought the shop from a foreigner when it
was a bakery and later changed it into a cake
shop. With the quality ingredients and rich flavor
of her cakes, Tasters gained more and more
customers, both locals and foreigners. Their best
cheese cake is made without a drop of water,
using cheese and fresh eggs. There is a secret
weapon in it – some orange juice to give it a
special texture. Another tip is to use imported
digestive biscuits to replace flour. This gives their
cheese cakes a rich, delicate, yet not too greasy
flavor. Another important product is Boston
Cream Pie, puffy with the proper fragrance of
flour, milk and sugar. Great tastes and good
ingredients have given Tasters its longstanding
popularity.
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No. 770, Sec. 6, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2871-4678
09:00~21:00

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant With great space and good food,peace and happiness are born

1

S a i l i n g w i t h D r e ams

Ms. Pei Wen Lin
Meeting
Happiness
wished to work
together with her
younger brother. So
she invited her
boyfriend who was
2
learning cooking in
Featured
Restaurants
Australia, her younger brother, whose major was
and Shops
space design, and her brother’s girlfriend whose
major was fine art, to design and run this café
together. This space has an oceanic
atmosphere. There are several sailing boats
3
painted on the wall, the largest one of which is
Sweet
Code
just like Topo+, loaded with dreams.
Topo+ provides all-day service for brunch. All
meals are fresh made with quality
ingredients such as premium virgin olive oil
from Italy and fresh homemade yogurt.
Topo+ uses only the best ingredients.
Because the chef has professional training
and is creative, enjoying a good time in
Topo+ Café is always a delightful surprise.

Topo+ Cafe'

No. 37, Ln.38, Sec. 7, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2876-9337
Tue ~ Fri: 13:30~22:30
Sat ~ Sun: 10:00~22:30 (closed on Mondays)
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Something about the restaurant A place where you can enjoy exotic glamour

Warm Broth

Phở(Vietnamese Noodle Soup)
TThe owner was initially familiar with western
cooking. He encountered Vietnamese cuisine for
the first time when he was studying in France.
Later, in the US, he encountered Phở (Vietnamese
Noodles) again. He has a strong preference for
soup, so when he decided to run a noodle
restaurant, he selected Phở as his theme.
Phở emphasizes broth. The owner improved it
by giving it a lighter flavor created by stewing 8
hours with ox bones and seasoning it with a
small amount of salt. The Chef’s Select Phở is
actually a Phở combo with beef tripe, beef
shank, beef flexor tendon, honeycomb
tripe, beef meat ball, and raw beef. The
soup is also seasoned with Asian basil, lemon,
chili, and mint. Another recommended dish is
the Goi Cuon, shrimp spring rolls. Phở ‘s
happiness is its warm broth. Don’t miss it.
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No.59, Sec.7, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2875-6226
11:00~21:00

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant A cafe as warm as home

Free and Easy, Friendliness and Warmth

Lucias' Cafe
Located among the silent lanes of Tianmu,
Lucia’s café has an open green yard which
makes people feel free and easy. Their chairs
are antique furniture from the UK and Belgium,
and the atmosphere is as cozy as at home. All
the dishes and coffee are made by the owner,
Lucia. American and French brunches are as
abundant and simple-flavored as what
people make in the US or France. Lucia
learned how to cook them when she was
studying abroad. Her Banana Cake,
brownies, and European biscuits are
popular. All are handmade in the
restaurant. Lucia recommends a cup of
black coffee to go with them. Bonus
services include free
Wi-fi access and no service fees.
Lucia values warmth and friendliness
more than selling food.

No. 7, Ln. 154, Sec. 7, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2871-2507
8:30~21:30
(could be extended to later if booked in advance)

2
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3

Sweet
Code
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and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant A place to relax and enjoy the atmosphere and gourmet cuisine

A Restaurant with Princess Style

Sara House Restaurant
SARA means princess. At Sara House, guests
will be served by a passionate hostess. The
warm décor and relaxing music make diners
feel at home. Sara House has been operating
since 1986. Initially only European coffee was
provided. Later the restaurant added western
meals, which became big hits with Sara’s
customers. In addition to their delicious
meals, Sara House also offers first-rate
service. A photo gallery in ther restaurant
shows their warm, friendly interactions with
customers.
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No.105, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei City
02-2876-5399 02-2876-5569
11:30~23:00

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

the Original Flavors of
Something about the restaurant Eating
Natural Ingredients is Healthy

C r e a t i v e V e g e t arian Cuisine

Chinchu Vegetarian
Restaurant

1

Meeting
Happiness

2

Featured

Chinchu had been a non-vegetarian restaurant for Restaurants
16 years before Mr. Yong-fu Lian changed it into and Shops
a vegetarian restaurant two years ago, because
of his religion. Now eating vegetarian is a
low-carbon lifestyle that paces modern eco
3
trends. Mr. Lian offers the flavors of northern
Sweet
Chinese cuisine, the spicy flavor of prickleyash
Code
peel oil and handmade flour-based foods.
However he adds cross-border ingredients
and seasonings to create new dishes. For
example, his Loofah Gratin with XO Sauce,
Miso Flavored Asparagus Rolled in Tofu
Skin, and Red Curry Vegetables are far
different from traditional Chinese vegetarian
dishes, which are full of processed
ingredients. Chinchu’s policy is to use
natural ingredients, fewer artificial
addictives, and fewer processed
ingredients, to maintain the natural
flavors. That’s why their Vegetarian Steak
is made from whole monkey head
mushrooms, fresh and solidsolid.
No.3, Ln.38, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei City
02-2873-8680
11:30~14:00 17:00~21:00
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Something about the restaurant A Freshly Made,Fairly Priced,Simple but Delicate HK Flavor

Fairly Priced yet Gorgeous

Jenny HK
Restaurant

Located in a small lane of Tianmu, Jenny HK
Restaurant provides HK style porridges, rice,
noodles and Dim Sum. Starting at only NT$50,
Jenny is quite affordable. All the dim sum dishes,
steamed rice and cart noodles have genuine flavor.
Their NT$50 Radish Cake is freshly made every
morning using radish threads blended with HK
Sausage in rice milk and steamed. The golden
and crispy skin of a pan-fried radish cake
spreads the fragrance of the radish and ham.
Other recommended dishes are Steamed Beef
Dumplings with Ginger and Green Onions, and
Deep-fried Pork Dumplings. Jenny makes
almost all the dishes fresh. The popular
Steamed Rice w/Chicken and Mushrooms is
made from steamed rice with bone-free
chicken leg, mushrooms, and HK sausage. It has its own
special sauce. Jenny told us their chicken dishes use chicken legs which are
chewier, not astringent, and easy to eat because they have been boned. As
for popular snacks, do not miss the Hot Pineapple Bun with Cold Butter, HK
Milk Tea or HK Coffee Milk Tea. Her Salty Lemon with 7-Up is another HK
style drink which is not common in Taiwan.
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No.8, Ln.41, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei City
02-2874-8181
11:00~15:00 17:00~21:30
Closed on every 2nd and 4th Wednesdays

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant Your mind is a taste bud and your life is the flavor

Taste The Happy Flavor Of Life

Creperie La Bretagne
An azure-painted wooden building with a tiny
green garden, located in a silent lane of Tianmu,
Crêperie La Bretagne displays a cozy
atmosphere. Yong Chun Wu was a retired bank
clerk when he saw first this shop selling
Brittany-style crepes. He was so interested in
running a shop like it so he bought it and
changed its name to Crêperie La Bretagne.

1
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Sweet
Code

Crêperie La Bretagne continues to focus on
making genuine Brittany-style crepes. The
Brittany pancake is all about the thinness.
There are two kinds of them: the crêpe
made from flour, which is sweet, and the
galette made from buckwheat which is
salty. The authentic way to eat
Brittany-style crepes is to pair them with cidre (apple cider). In
addition to traditional flavors, Crêperie La Bretagne has also developed
innovative dishes such as Mushrooms with Garlic sauce
and Golden Banana with Ice Creams. These new
flavors continue to delight the
restaurants loyal customers.
No.15, Ln.5, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei City
02-287-9922
11:30~21:00
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Something about the restaurant Treating yourself to a lazy afternoon tea

cozy atmosphere makes you
forget the time

Lady Emma
The first thing that catches the eye at Lady Emma is
the landscaping and the swing. In 2011, Ms. Yin built
Lady Emma according to her favorite style, the
teddy bear and princess theme. The logo Lady
Emma portrays her look.
Lady Emma’s waffles are designed by the guest
chef from Melange Café. They are presented in a
tiered stand, just as in an English afternoon tea.
There are many sofa seats in Lady Emma. Wi-fi
access and magazines are provided, allowing
customers to enjoy gourmet cuisines while
reading or internet surfing. In addition to the
waffles provided all day, Lady Emma also
serves pastas, salads and hamburgers.
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No.8, Ln.5, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei City
02-2873-5166
08:00~21:00

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Northern Chinese Taste
Something about the restaurant Authentic
Makes It Unforgettable for Epicures

Traditional and Innovative

Xiao Gang Restaurant

1
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No.1, Tianmu E. Rd., Taipei City
02-2871-6632
11:00~14:00 17:00~21:00

Featured
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and Shops

3

Sweet
Code
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Xiao Gang specializes in Northern Chinese
dishes. The owner maintains their traditional
flavors while always creating surprises for
customers. Many people love their authentic
tastes and return over and over. Seniors will
enjoy the comfortable environment in Xiao
Gang, which looks traditional but contains
many innovative elements. Both complex
dishes and simple dishes are recommended
here. Almost every table orders flour-based
foods like Green Onion Pancake, Chinese
Beef Rolls, or Loofah Dumplings. Other
recommended dishes, including the Beijing
Duck, are made fresh daily. Ready-made
ingredients are not used, in order to
satisfy their customers’ demanding taste
buds.
Another important dish is Pork with Pickled
Cabbage Hot Pot. The pickled cabbage not
only supporting the soft vegetable but
provides a sweet flavor to the soup. Their
Smoked Yellow Croaker is not so traditional:
its flavor contains the aroma of tea.
Normally, the younger generation finds it
hard to identify whether its taste is traditional
or innovative. But who cares? Just enjoy the
good food!

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant Relax and Chat,Ease the Mind Fly with Gourmet Food

Genuine Yakitori (Japanese Grill)

Lin Yu Chang(鱗魚場)
Japanese Cuisine

At Lin Yu Chang, the aroma of the grill and the
welcoming salaams makes diners forget their
tiredness. Mr. Jia-hao Liu smiles and warns
diners not to order the main course at first.
Instead, he recommends beer and Yakitori
(Japanese Grill) and chatting with friends to
relax. Diverse appetizers, salads, grilled fishes
and sushi are further options. Lin Yu Chang’s most popular dishes
include the exquisite Avocado & Shrimp Roll, Grilled Salted Fish,
Sashimi, and Nigirisushi. Tarabagani (鱈場蟹) Hot Pot is
recommended for bigger groups while the Nigirisushi & Udon Set
Meal and the Grilled Mackerel Set Meal are for lunch.
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No.39, Tianmu E. Rd., Taipei City
02-2876-6990
11:30~14:30 17:30~21:30

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant

Mellow Wine Makes Each Sip a Tipsy Happiness

W i n e L o v e r s ´ Favorite

Tatung Atherton Wine Shop
Tatung Atherton was established in 1996 by Shu
Ming Lin, a 3rd generation relative of the Tatung
Group, and her husband George Derblian. They
are wine lovers who frequently visit France in
search of good wine.

1
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Featured
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and Shops
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Tatung Atherton imports wines from the US
and France, especially California, Bordeaux,
Bourgogne and Cotes du Rhone. The popular
No. 1 Gugial is from Cotes du Rhone. It
contains floral and blackcurrant aromas, a
simple flavor with good texture. Another
popular wine, the Electra Orange Muscat
Quady Winery 2009 from California, called
the young girl killer, contains glamorous
fruity aromas including peach, lychee, and
orange. It tastes both sour and sweet and
sparkles, and it is quite popular with females. Tatung Atherton
stresses the careful shipping and preservation of the wines they import, in order to
guarantee their quality. This is a trait valued by their customers.

(To secure your safety,do not drink and drive)
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No. 45, Tianmu N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2871-1211
Mon ~ Fri: 11:30~21:00
Sat: 11:30~20:00 Sun: 11:30~19:00
www.wine.com.tw

Sweet
Code
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Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant Shanghai glamour on the plate

Authentic Shanghai Gourmet

Yishang Garden
Established in 1979, Yishang Garden is the
hometown for immigrants from Shanghai. The
retirees coming in wheel chairs feel like they have
returned to booming pre-war Shanghai when they
eat Pork Tendon and Sea Cucumber Stew or
Braised Yellow Croaker in Garlic Sauce.
Ms. Yu Feng Yu（余玉鳳）did nothing but
change the degree of sweetness. All her dishes
retain their original Shanghai flavor, revealing
the hidden secrets of Chinese cuisine.
In recent years many famous complex dishes
like Wine-pickled Pork Trotters or Pork Broth
Jelly have disappeared from other
restaurants, but they may still be found here.
Yishang Garden also focuses on developing new dishes
such as its Shrimp and Vegetable
Pancake, designed for younger
customers. Yishang Garden is
decorated with red lanterns and
Chinese-style windows,
reminiscent of old Shanghai.
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No. 41, Tianmu E. Rd., Taipei City
02-2871-7755
11:00~14:00 17:00~21:30

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant

The genuine flavors of the ingredients are the first
to reach customers´taste buds

Recalling the first touch of the taste

Yuan Wei Lu
Brown Sugar Shaved Ice
The owner Mr. Jen-he Zhang was a jewelry
designer who had picked up know-how about
running a restaurant when he was a student.
That is why he bought the shop from one of his
customers and started to operate it himself.
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Yuan Wei Lu most important products are Red
Beans and a variety of jellies in brown sugar
water or shaved brown sugar ice, tofu
puddings, and sweet drinks. Although these
sweets sound traditional, Mr. Zhang makes
them unique. He uses the aesthetics he
learned in jewelry design to improve the
images of both the sweets and the shop’s
décor. Colors extracted from natural
ingredients are mixed with the glutinous rice
balls: red fermented rice, sweet potato, purple rice, green tea
powder, indigo, and taro. Thus, in a bowl of red bean soup can be seen
colorful glutinous rice balls: red, yellow, purple, green, and blue. In addition to
improving the look of the dishes, Mr. Zhang also changed the insides of his rice balls,
stuffing them with flavors such as peanut and sesame. Satisfying both vision and
taste, every bite is touching!
1F, No. 20-9, Ln.50, Tianmu E. Rd., Taipei City
02-2872-3242
Sun ~ Thurs: 11:30~23:00
Fri ~ Sat: 11:30~24:00
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Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Sour, Bitter, or Sweet:
Something about the restaurant the Diversity of Coffee is Wonderful

Enjoy the freshness
delivered directly
from the place of origin

Barden Coffee
Mr. Ju-jin Zhang succeeded his father in running
Barden Coffee and made it even better. He told us
very proudly that their coffee beans are as fresh as
possible since they are baked at the farm and
delivered to directly to the store within a month.
Barden coffee has two tiers of temperature, a
cooler upper tier and a hotter lower tier. Having a
cup of Barden coffee with handmade biscuits or
sweet or sour cakes such as black forest, lemon
yogurt, and coffee walnut always satisfies
customers. Meanwhile seasonal sweets made
with fresh fruits and seasonal new cakes
surprise the gourmand’s taste buds. A coffee
fan? Share the love at Barden Coffee.
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No. 11-4, Ln.69, Tianmu E. Rd., Taipei City
02-2873-4024
8:00 ~ 22:00

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant Enjoy Japanese Grill with Friends

A W a r m , S w e e t J a panese Grill

(巧造燒肉居酒屋)

Qiao Zao Yakiniku Dinning Bar
Mr. Jun-xiong Zhang was running a paper shop
when he traveled to Japan and fell in love with
the Japanese dining bar restaurants on the
Ginza. They were small Japanese bars and
restaurants that made people feel very warm.
About seven years ago, he combined the
Japanese dining bar restaurant with
Yakiniku (Japanese Grill) and established
his restaurant, the Qiao Zao Yakiniku
Dining Bar. Before he opened the
restaurant, he visited many Japanese
cooking masters to learn their knowledge
and skills, and now invites guest chefs to
give advice. Qiao Zao emphasizes their
ingredients. Although
they do not have many
meat items, all of them are Qiao Zao’s select
dishes. For instance, the Smoked Shishamo fish are imported
from Japan. Qiao Zao uses US Choice Boneless Short Ribs. It
also replaces the common BBQ bream chin
with BBQ salmon. Come and enjoy the fresh
ingredients grilled over a tender flame.
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Featured
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No.22-9, Ln.50, Tianmu E. Rd, Taipei City
02-2876-2069
Tue ~ Thurs: 18:00~22:00
Fri: 18:00~22:30
Sat ~ Sun: 17:30 ~ 22:00 (closed on Mondays)
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Something about the restaurant Hometown Cuisine in memory are so vivid

Traditional and Innovative
Taiwanese Cuisine

u

'

The cultural mosaic in Tianmu
contains not only foreign cultures
but also Taiwanese.
Nü Niang's Restaurant (Red
Lanterns) is one of the most
outstanding traditional Taiwanese
style restaurants. Ms. Jian, the
owner, decorated the old house with
traditional furniture and fixtures. The
brick wall, the wooden windows, the
wooden benches, and the traditional tablecloth with
its colorful flower patterns, all evoke the old home
on the farm, waiting for grandmother’s home
cooking. The environment is cozy and the
Roadside Banquet style gourmet comforts people
residing far away from their hometown.

030

Ms. Jian is proud of her restaurant since it has
survived for more than 30 years in Tianmu.
Important dishes include the fried eggs with
preserved turnip, the traditional streaky pork
stew, and the pork fat
rice. Other
recommended
dishes include the
pork feet tendon with bitter melon,
steamed fish with bird lime tree seeds, and swordtip squid with
garlic sauce.Featured machines and tools decorate the space, giving it a
traditional atmosphere. There is a blowing machine, a stone mill, a
phonograph, a bamboo cradle, a sewing machine, old photos of movie stars,
and Tatung figurines. At the entrance there is a traditional grocery store,
which can conjure up childhood
No.97, Tianmu E. Rd., Taipei City
memories.
Profile

02-2874-1981
Weekdays: 17:00 ~ 02:00
Sat. & Sun.: 11:30 ~ 14:00, 17:00~02:00
redlantern.eatingout.com.tw

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Touching a Cooking Philosophy Whose Name Will
Something about the restaurant Resound Down the Ages

A Gourmet History that
will be a Legend

Golden Formosa
Restaurant

1
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To step into the oriental and classic Golden
Restaurants
Formosa Restaurant is to walk into the history of and Shops
the hot springs area in Beitou. Tavern Food is
played an important role in Beitou history, and
one of the most renowned –was the Formosa
3
Restaurant(蓬萊食堂). More than sixty years
Sweet
ago, Mr. Liang-zhi Chen was employed by a
Code
Japanese boss to be the chef in his Japanese
restaurant. The restaurant was famous for its
quality ingredients and charateristic flavors.
Mr. Chen’s oldest son, Mr. Fang-zong Chen,
inherited his father’s skills and continued the
family tradition. He established Golden
Formosa, which contains a complete
record of his father’s dishes and
dedication. It is popular with legions of old
customers. Bo-jui Chen was Mr. Fang-zong Chen’s only son. He is
now the 3rd generation owner. Bo-Jui Chen also inherited his skills from his father and is
even more innovative in creating new dishes and flavors. Golden Formosa was once selected to
receive a visiting president.Dedication to detail and skills is not easy.
However, it is this spirit that gives the Golden Formosa the courage to
challenge and pursue perfection. That is the legend which will be sung for a
long time to come.
No.101, Tianmu E. Rd., Taipei City
02-2871-1517 02-2871-1580
11:00 ~ 14:00 17:00 ~ 21:00
Closed on Mondays and the 1st workday after holidays
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Something about the restaurant Nice food, nice space and nice music

Not only a restaurant but
a mothers
´healthy kitchen

Gout Restaurant

Gout Restaurant has been
open in Tianmu for 6 years
and moved to its current site
for greater capacity. Although
it changed its location, its
customers kept increasing and it is even more
popular than before.
Gout cooks each dish only after the order is placed.
There are no half-done or ready to eat dishes.
From sauces to deserts, they take painstaking care
of all details. Their ingredients are fresh, delivered
daily. Gout also plays fine music in its bright and
elegant space. Their customers love to linger.
Gout is not far from Tianmu Elementary School.
It also provides a specialized menu for the
school, an alternative lunch option for local
mothers.
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No. 2-1, Tianmu N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2876-7855
11:00 ~ 21:00

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

paced coffee in a romantic atmosphere.
Something about the restaurant Slow
Just one sip, and you are hooked

Fair-priced
quality coffee

e

1

Ms. Jing Yi Su worked in the coffee industry
for more than a decade. She bought this
shop in 2011 and started her own business.
Using her professional expertise, she
searches for quality green coffee beans and
has them baked under her instruction.
Café in selects diverse single-origin coffees from
all over the world and makes each cup of coffee
using a siphon coffee maker. For coffee lovers,
the best choice is to have a cup of coffee like
this, without sugar and without milk, just black
coffee. Her foreign customers’ favorite is the
cappuccino with cinnamon powder and fresh
lemon skin threads, which offers a mellow
coffee taste with a mix of fruity freshness. As
Café in provides good-quality coffees at fair
prices, it has attracted hordes of customers
since its opening and now has good
reputation for quality coffee.

No. 23, Tianmu N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2871-2328
Weekdays: 08:00~21:00
Weekends: 09:00~21:00
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Something about the restaurant Addicted to Handmade Yeast Bread

N a t u r a l a n d H a n d m a de

Valerie Bakery
Valerie Bakery was established in April 2012 and
managed by two champions of 2007, Master
Cheng, who makes the pineapple-shaped buns
and Master Chen who makes the Christmas
cakes. Valerie focuses on French and German
breads and sweets. Their breads are fermented
by natural yeasts and they use the old dough
method. They insist on long rising times and
hand processing, without artificial ingredients.
Their natural ingredients include German naked
barley powder and French wheat powder. The
interior design of Valerie Bakery is simple and
seats are provided. Customers can also order
a cup of something and enjoy their breads in
the
shop. It
also offers
internet ordering
and group ordering
services.
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No.97, Tianmu N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2873-0364 02-2873-0365
Weekdays: 6:00 ~ 22:00
Weekends: 7:00 ~ 21:00
www.valerie.com.tw

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant Probiotics make breads addictive

Frozen

Jolly Bakery has a feature
very different from other
bakeries: their breads have
1
to be stored in the freezer.
Gourmet
Meeting
To many of their customers, Happiness
the mist showing on the
plastic packaging when the
bread is taken out of the
freezer means a guarantee
2
of freshness. Jolly Bakery
Featured
makes their bread with Kefir Grains for rising and Restaurants
their breads normally are basic instead of acid, so and Shops
they will not cause indigestion. Their breads can
be stored for a longer time: they are frozen as
soon as they are taken out of the oven. They can
3
be eaten right after being defrosted. There is no
Sweet
need to heat them again, yet the texture is like
Code
that of fresh-made breads, spongy and wet.

Jolly Bakery

The owner Amy has three children and Jolly is
the third. Jolly helps out in the bakery quite
frequently and she says she loves the breads
her mother makes, especially the best seller
Multigrain Bread, an original flavor bread
mixed with various nuts, raisins and pomelo
skin. An old customer living in the US
always buy more than twenty loaves before going back to the US.
Another addictive product is their garlic butter.Their Blueberry and Cream
Bread should be eaten right after removing from the freezer. The bread is
stuffed with blueberry jam and cream. Its cold, smooth texture is unique.
Since it is a frozen product, it is not displayed on a shelf.
Only the frequent customers knows it exists.
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No.105, Shidong Rd., Taipei City
02-2874-9233
Mon ~ Fri: 09:00 ~ 22:00 Sat: 10:30 ~ 22:00 Sun: 10:30 ~ 21:00
www.jollybakery.com.tw

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

health care cuisine after SPA
Something about the restaurant Delicate
is a great happiness

A Home for Your Body
Mind and Spirit

Wellness Bistro
Oriental Retreat Spa Group started its business with
facial treatments and now is growing with more
treatments and services in order to meet the needs
of busy moderns. In addition to SPA-related
treatments, ORSG is also taking care of customer
health by providing medicinal cuisine.
The Wellness Bistro of the ORSG is called Yao
Shan Zhuang (medicinal cuisine). The medicinal
dishes are designed according to the
twenty-four solar terms and suggestions from
ancient medicinal texts. Their combo meal
includes nine dishes presenting the five
flavors, sour, bitter,
sweet, spicy, and
salty, to balance
human organs and
functions. Most of the ingredients
are seasonal choices. Their
presentation is beautiful too.
Wellness Bistro cares for body,
mind, and spirit, and beauties
both external and internal.
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B1, No. 1, Zhenxin St. Taipei City
02-2828-1233
11:30 ~ 20:30
www.enjoyspa.com

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant

A wonderful place to enjoy gathering for
both summer and winter

Natural and Genuine
Ingredients

1
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(Oishi)

おいしい

2

Featured
More than a decade ago, Mr. Guo was working in Restaurants
and Shops

real estate industry while he started a new
business – selling ice cream – with some
partners. Since then he has moved over to selling
ice cream full time.
Through non-stop study, research, and practice
during the past ten years, Oishi has created his
own style of ice cream. The first thing he values
is good-quality ingredients to provide fresh and
healthy products. The milk ice cream is made
from fresh milk and tastes smooth with thick
milk flavor. The White Gourd Lemon Tea is
made from home-planted white gourd which
is boiled for a long
time and combined
with fresh lemon juice
for a bouquet of tastes. Oishi also customizes
drinks. Customers can try a small amount then have a drink custom-made to
their preferences.
Oishi shows its care in every item, whether it
is a cup of tea or a box of ice cream.
No.78, Sec.2, Zhongcheng Rd., Taipei City
02-2838-4104
12:00~21:30
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Quality Cuisine Brings
Something about the restaurant Fair-priced
Satisfaction anytime!

Fair-Priced Tasty Steak
Great Satisfaction

Onion
Steakhouse
The owner bought the restaurant, which used to be
a coffee shop, from an ex-TV-star 23 years ago. It
was the first restaurant to serve a Combo Steak
Meal in Taipei city. The restaurant’s name Onion is
because it is a common material in western
cuisine. The boss kept working to improve the
taste and provide their delicious meals at fair
prices. Thus the legend of Onion was born.
The Italian Seafood Tomato Soup, available on
the original menu, is a soup with seafoods such
as shrimp, clam, fish, and squid cooked with
fresh tomatoes, onions, and other spicy
seasonings. The soup is simmer for a long
time. The flavor is fresh, with a fruity sour
taste. The Onion’s most famous dish is the
Molecular Cuisine Fillet Steak, ripened for a day and
a night, then jolted with electricity to tenderize it. The
surface will be a bit scorched but the inside will be
tender and juicy. No wonder it won the champion Filet
Steak in the 2011 Taipei Cuisine Competition.
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No. 132, Sec.2, Zhongcheng Rd., Taipei City
02- 2877-2591
11:30 ~ 23:00 (order before 22:10)

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Taste from the Ocean Creates the
Something about the restaurant Fresh
Most Natural Exotic Flavors
1

Ever seen pasta
Meeting
Happiness
served with a whole
fish? Since the father
of the owner was in the
fishing industry, Sicily
purchases fresh fish
2
and seafood every day Featured
from Yehliu port to meet the stringent demands of Restaurants
and Shops
its customers. In the beginning when the owner,
who began his career at the Howard Hotel, had
just started the restaurant, he developed his own
pastas and invited his friends to give advice,
3
then improved them over and over again. It has
Sweet
Code
been eight years since he opened the
restaurant.Sicily Pasta has quite a few new
flavors of pasta. Its Crabmeat Pasta is a
perfect pairing of crabmeat sautéed with
butter and pasta. Also very popular is its
Neritic Squid Pasta, with a springy texture
and a sweet taste. Linguini with clams and
white wine is stir-fried with specially-made
sauce to enhance the freshness of the
clams. Squid Ink Spaghetti is cooked with
Asian basil. The chef has
designed many other
creative dishes that will
surprise and delight.
Please do visit and learn
the feeling of WOW!

A WOW! and Innovative restaurant

Sicily Pasta

No. 3, Ln.148, Sec. 2, Zhongcheng Rd., Taipei City
02- 2874-1908
Weekdays: 11:00 ~15:00 17:30 ~ 22:00
Sat & Sun: 11:00 ~20:00
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springs,fine cuisine,coffee and a
Something about the restaurant Hot
bright space away from noisy city life

5-Star Service but not expensive

Marsun Heights
Xingyi Road is in the famous Hot Springs Area.
Although there are many hot spring restaurants,
Marsun Heights looks much different from the
others. It is a cottage decorated in the simple
American style, bright and clean. Marsun Heights
just opened in May of 2012 next to the Caoshan
hot spring. Mr. Gu was studying in the US, so
she changed the restaurant style from Chinese
to American, from the decor to the furniture to
the menu.
As the only American restaurant in Xingyi
Road, Marsun Heights not only provides a
garden, food, beverage, coffee and afternoon
tea, they also accept customized orders for
food and beverage arrangements, a five-star
service. They change the garden
themes based on the holidays. This is
a good place for a gathering of family
and friends.
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No.1, Ln.260, Xingyi Rd., Taipei City
02-2871-2100
Weekdays: 11:30 ~ 21:00
Sat & Sun: 11:30 ~ 22:00
www.joniku.weebly.com

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant Beauty is Life

1

Meme Fashion Meeting
Happiness
used to be
known as the
Jian Kang Bao
Bao (Healthy
Babies). The
2
owner had
Featured
been studying and working for 18 years in Japan. Restaurants
and Shops
She discovered that children at that time in
Taiwan did not separate their homewear from
other clothing. She discussed with her younger
sister, who also studied in Japan, and decided
3
to establish a children’s wear shop in Taipei
Sweet
Code
city. It has been seven years since then. The
shop owner usually encourages her customers
to keep trying new clothing in order to find
their own style.
Currently their clothes include Japanese
casual wear, Korean casual wear, and office
wear for adults. The children’s wear consists
largely of a brand established by her sister,
who has also opened a shop in Taichung.
Shopping in the cozy space of Meme Fashion
makes customers feel at home. The Panel Theater
is right beside Meme Fashion and parents can bring their kids to attend its
activities such as storytelling, paper folding, fish netting, enjoying afternoon tea, or
learning Japanese cloth wrapping. It is really a pleasant space where parents and
children can enjoy happy family time and learn the aesthetics of clothing.

enjoy family shopping fun

Meme fashion

No.7, Ln.195, Sec.6, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City
02- 2836-4008
10:00 ~18:00 (closed on Sundays)
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Something about the restaurant Large-Size can be Quality and Stylish!

The First Large-Size Fashion Shop with Complete Items

Naturalism
Large-Size Fashion
Ms. Lee was an exporter before. She created the
shop at Sec. 7 Zhongshan N. Rd. when the clothing
industry in Taiwan was in its boom phase twenty
years ago. It was the first fashion shop for
large-sized customers.
In the more than fifty ping of space of Naturalism,
a wide variety of styles and brands are
displayed, famous brands among them. Both
male and female items are available. The most
special items are the large-size shoes and the
belt lengthening service for men. Normally
Naturalism does not provide discounts, though
sometimes it offers small scale sale
activities.
Bargains may be
had at that time!
Naturalism believes that
large-size customers have the
right to wear stylish clothing
and that is why Naturalism
exists.
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B1, No.24, Sec.7, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2874-6639
Mon ~ Sat: 13:00 ~ 22:00
Sun: 11:00 ~ 22:00

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Through the temperature of human hands,
Something about the restaurant we turn cold ingredients into the jewelry that
is your sweet engagement forever

Customize your own sweet engagement

Grass Hill Jewelry

1
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Mr. Fu-qing Xiao has been working in the metal
crafting industry for many years. He began
teaching some of his friends at his own place,
just because his friends were interested in metal
crafting. Along with the growth of his students,
he established Grass Hill Jewelry as a
showroom and classroom to introduce the art
of metal crafting.

Featured
Restaurants
and Shops

3

Sweet
Code

This studio basically is a classroom for
teaching metal craft, which accepts
customized orders. Customers can learn the
skills to make their own rings and necklaces.
Many couples come to learn and make
unique rings for marriage proposals, a
sweet happiness that is unique and
irreplaceable.

2F, No. 57, Sec. 7, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2875-5077
12:00 ~ 21:00 (closed on Mondays)
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is no need to go to Japan,
Something about the restaurant There
quality Japanese Goods are available here in Taiwan

Genuine Japanese Style Only

PINK LADY
Ms. Kuo was studying fine art in college and had a
profound interest in Japanese goods. She started
her business selling Japanese goods after her
graduation and opened PINK LADY in July, 2000.
PINK LADY has been open for thirteen years. It
sells Ms. Kuo’s choice goods. She insists on
bringing the newest goods in each month. She
also provides purchasing agent services. A wide
range of items are available at PINK LADY,
including clothes, bags, shoes, underwear,
sleepwear, and accessories. Ms. Kuo also
established a new section for children’s wear
in February, so mothers now have new
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No. 9, Ln.38, Sec. 7, Zhongshan N. Rd., Taipei City
02-2876-4234
12:00 ~ 22:00

Handmade Goods &
Restaurants
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant Experience beauty and create beauty in life

Practice and discover the beauty in life

Childrens' Art Museum
in Taipei,Taiwan
The creator of the museum, Ms. Qian-ling Lin,
wished to advance the practical experience of
art creation and to form correct recognition of
art, ability to create, correct attitudes, and the
habit of appreciating art. The Children’s Art
Museum was then established in 2003 after
Ms. Lin returned from the Soho area of the
USA. The principles of the museum are to
provide a place where both adults and
children who enjoy the fine arts can learn
and build their ability to appreciate and
create art. The museum teaches how to
observe everything in life from lines and
colors to evoke the initial creation and
observation that all individuals have when
they are children. It also teaches how to
retrieve ingredients from life for creation.

B1, No. 20, Ln.50, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei City
02- 2872-1366 ext 15, 16
Tue~ Sun: 10:00 ~ 17:30 (closed on Mondays)
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One-time plastic spoons, bamboo
sticks, paper plates and paper cups can
be transformed into beautiful flowers
with a little imagination. It is an
example of how the sense of beauty
can be learned, practiced, and
accumulated in everyday life.
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to fulfill your imagination.
Something about the restaurant Do-it-yourself
From nothing to everything!

Realizing your imaginations
through bricks

Teacher
Mau Mau

Mr. Xin-xiong You has been playing with Lego
bricks since he was five years old. He joined Lego
to write instructional materials when he was a
kindergarten school teacher. Because he enjoyed
creating through bricks, he wished to make a
space for children to develop their imagination.
Twelve years ago, Teacher Mau Mau (Creative
Center) was opened. Its principles are to let
children play and learn and realize their
imaginations through Lego bricks.
Bricks are not only bricks, they are a tool to
realize the imagination of children, from
static Doraemon and
Gundam to a turning
pony or a flying machine
with the help of batteries.
There’s nothing impossible in
the world of brick, just dare to
dream and realize it!
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2F, No. 11-3, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei City
02-2875-2923
Sun ~ Fri: 13:00 ~ 21:00
Sat: 09:00 ~ 21:00

Restaurants
Handmade Goods &
and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

In the world of glass bead pictures can be seen
Something about the restaurant the glamour of different lights and angles
1

Shining glass beans can be art works

Meeting
Happiness

Jimles
When Ms. Lian-qiong Lee began teaching people
how to make glass bead pictures, she was
teaching at one of the temporary booths in the
Tianmu Creative (Weekend) Market. However
some children were not able to make it at that
time. She searched for a small place at Tianmu
W. Road to provide her customers a space to
complete their work at their own pace. Glass
bead pictures is a form of art that involves
sticking round glass beads onto a plain
picture. When light hits the beans, the plain
image becomes three dimensional. Making a
glass bead picture is simple and repetitive. In
the process of creating this artwork the
maker will be trained in concentration,
coordination, and heating. Using different
bead colors and arrangements, each image will
display a different effect under light.
The beads Ms. Lee uses are crystal beads, which
makes the work brighter and more energetic. She
also provides a specialized patented bead pen
which makes the process easier and more
convenient.
No.3-20, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei City
0937-469-141 11:00 ~ 21:00
www.facebook.com/jimles68
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dresses and lovely accessories make you
Something about the restaurant Graceful
a beauty expert.

Fashionable and affordable Korean fashion

Nydia.W Korean
Fashion Shop

Nydia precisely knows the trend. Nydia W is focusing
selling and acting as a purchasing agent of Korean
fashion goods. She flies to Korea each month to
bring the newest items of clothes, accessories, and
cosmetics. Each item is one to two pieces only.
Normally the second piece is on Nydia, who has a
models good looks and is the store’s best
advertisement. The purchase process is not
easy, since Nydia has to do it year round, no
matter how cold the temperature, during her
midnight to morning down time. All goods are
buyouts and imported through legal customs
and tax process. However, Nydia insists that
fashion should not be expensive. She decided
to start this business to put an end to her
overworked office life. She says that although
running a business is also busy and pressured, she can enjoy the time
when she is purchasing goods in Korea, though it
is hard work as well. The most important thing for
her is that she wants to share the exotic
happiness of fine clothing with all her customers,
whether it is a dress, bag, or accessory.
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No.3-33, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei City
02-2876-3389 15:00 ~ 22:00
www.facebook.com/lovenydia.w
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and Cafes Clothes & Other Items

Something about the restaurant Crooning the glamorous legend of the heroes and beauties

S p l e n d i d P u p p e t Life

Ho Lo Fang
Classical Puppet Art
Ho Lo Fang Puppet Shop is located in a hidden
lane of Tianmu, where it displays the famous
and diverse puppets of historical heroes, as
vivid as life, portraying the legends of Chinese
history thousands of years old.
The responsible person Mr. Ming-wen Lin is
passionate in his support of traditional puppet
art. He is dedicated to making each puppet by
hand, from selecting the materials to putting
it all together. He also checks each and
every detail, from costume design and cloth
selection to embroidery, using the highest
standards. His puppets are resplendent
even when they are just sitting quietly on
the shelf.
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Mr. Lin frequently teaches the art of puppetry in schools.
When he is playing with his puppets, his face shows a profound
love of traditional puppet art. He is well-versed in the history of
traditional puppet art, including its stories and
music. Do not miss Ho Log Fang Classical
Puppet Art when visiting Tianmu. Wonderful
and interesting stories await!
No. 84, Ln.8, Tianmu E. Rd., Taipei City
02-2873-1167
Mon ~ Sat: 10:00 ~ 21:00 (Sundays only for reservation)
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It is both game and education
Something about the restaurant The process stimulates your potential
It is good for brain exercising and interaction

Games are not just games
They are entertaining, fun, and exercise the brain

Lets
｀ Learn Board Games
Six young friends, all born after 1981, were so crazy
about board games that they established a board
game shop. Board Games are games played on a
board or table. For example, the famous game
Monopoly is a board game. There are about 200
kinds of board games in the shop, for multiple
players and for children. These games can
stimulate players to think when they play. More
than a game, they are an education.The shop
manager Mr. Bo-chen Li leads a team which
includes his own older brother and his four
junior-high classmates. There two scenarios
customers can choose: hours and courses.
Many parents bring their children and play
together, or college classmates come and
play all day long while enjoying hot dogs and
snacks in the shop.Mr. Li is also involved with
after-school activities with neighboring schools such as
Shidong Elementary and Tianmu Elementary. He
designs handouts and selects games the demand logic,
strategy, math, and geometry. Their team has
developed nearly thirty sets of teaching materials using
board games.
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3F, No.95, Shidong Rd., Taipei City
02-2874-0262
Weekdays: 13:30 ~ 21:30
Weekends/Holidays: 10:00~22:00
www.facebook.com/LetsLearn.BG

Sweet Code
1
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Fashion Style
Fashion trend for this year goes to Retro and Chic, which
proclaim that the time for the personalization of fashion
has arrived. Individualized features and styles dominates
the fashion mainstream. Such looks include the London Boy
look, a retro top and dress with a characteristic short
coat, or a lace top with a khaki-colored pants or skirt.
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Woolen overcoats, calico dresses,tight short jackets,
houndstooth, and baby doll dresses are coming back again.
Glamorous fur and camo looks are important elements as
well. As for accessories and other details, delicate
handmade textiles are emphasized this year. For example,
handmade embroidery, embedded beads, and exquisite laces
and frills show an aesthetic of elegance. The style
combines both natural and elegant elements.
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Fashion Codes for the Signs of the Zodiac
What are the lucky styles and sweets for you? Check out your lucky fashion and
sweets code below! Let’s discover happiness in Tianmu!

Aquarius: 20 Jan ~ 18 Feb
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

number: 0, 1
day: Wednesday
color: Blue
fashion: Cottage top with special cut
sweet: Chocolate Brown

Pisces: 19 Feb ~ 20 March
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

number: 3, 6
day: Friday
color: Green
fashion: colorful calico dress
sweet: Madeleine cake with icing

Aries: 21 March ~ 19April
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

number: 1, 9
day: Tuesday
color: White
fashion: Double-Breasted Trench Coat
sweet: Puff with rich stuffing

Taurus: 20 April ~ 20 May
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Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

number: 1, 4
day: Friday
color: Orange
fashion: Retro jumper
sweet: Vanilla Biscuit

Gemini: 21 May ~ 21 June
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

number: 3, 5
day: Wednesday
color: Cyan
fashion: Pleated chiffon skirt
sweet: Crème Brûlée

1
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Cancer: 22 June ~ 22 July
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

number: 0, 3
day: Monday
color: Light Orange
fashion: Cotton Knit Topper
sweet: Butter Cupcake
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Leo: 23 July ~ 22 Aug
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

number: 5, 8
day: Sunday
color: Purple
fashion: Lace bodice top
sweet: Lemon Crispy Biscuit

Virgo: 23 Aug ~ 22 Sept
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

number: 7, 3
day: Wednesday
color: Pink
fashion: U-neckline long top
sweet: Heavy Cheesecake
053

Libra: 23 Sept ~ 23 Oct
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

number: 6, 9
day: Friday
color: White
fashion: Colorful tube dress
sweet: Macaroon

Scorpio: 24 Oct ~ 22 Nov
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

number: 2, 4
day: Tuesday
color: Red
fashion: One-piece pants-skirt or gossamer skirt
sweet: Fruits Tart

Sagittarius: 23 Nov ~ 21 Dec
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

number: 7, 9
day: Thursday
color: Purple
fashion: Jeans and t-shirt (androgynous look)
sweet: Chocolate

Capricorn: 22 Dec ~ 19 Jan
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky
Lucky

number: 2, 4
day: Saturday
color: Grey
fashion: One-shoulder maxi dress
sweet: Tiramisu
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Sharing is the most
wonderful thing in life
Time flies. It has been several
years for TMDA (Tianmu Marketplace
Development Association) and I in
Tianmu. Each day when I see
visitors and consumers coming from
all over the world like migratin
g
birds, I give praise to the wond
erful relations we share and expe
ct
with each encounter.
It is said life is just like goin
g to a party. For me, Tianmu is
like a grand magic party. You can
always come to search for an
unexpected treasure in Tianmu Squa
re on holidays. The array of
shops is there whether it is sunn
y or raining.
It is the coziest leisure time in
the city.
In the magic season starting from
October,
Tianmu is covered with a mysterio
us veil,
like a naughty girl teasing you
for fun.
Interesting activities take plac
e constantly
and the laughs never stop.
If life is like a party, you must
come to Tianmu to experience the
flavor of it: a little bit sweet,
a little bit elegant, and a
little bit childlike.

Sincerely,
Di Tang
(Chairperson of Tianmu Marketpl
ace Development Association)
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Website: weekendtianmu.blogspot.tw

Our Commitment
to Customers
1

Store personnel should be sincere and quick to serve customers and create a
comfortable dining environment.

2

Stores should clearly know all origins of product supplies, and establish a
monitoring system to ensure product quality.

3

Stores should provide food and products that meet sanitary and safety
standards.

4

Stores should be honest to every customer and clearly mark prices and policy of
service fees.

5

Stores should provide complete systems of reservation, demands and supplies,
and billing.

6

Stores should provide clear and accurate receipts, listing product names, types,
prices, or service items.

7

Stores should provide employees specialized training and guidance with
integrity.

8

Stores should have means to collect consumer feedback and set up complaint
handling system to deal with customer complaints quickly.

9

Stores should clearly show policies of refund, exchange and after-sales service.

10

During the purchasing process, stores should secure personal information of
customers.
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Department of Government Ethics, Taipei City Government
TEL : 1999#1743
Website : http : //www.cgc.taipei.gov.twS
If there is any change of information or not in accordance with the actual situation,follow the information announced by the shop owners.

Creative (Weekend) Market

Meeting happy, sweet Tianmu in the magic season

Holloween

Meeting happy, sweet Tianmu in the magic season

Canelé

Meeting happy, sweet Tianmu in the magic season

Waffle

Meeting happy, sweet Tianmu in the magic season

